
Increase Your Production Efficiency with Our
Rotary Cup Filling and Sealing Machine

 

Product Detail

 







 

Product Sample 

 



 

Product Advantages

 

1 Increased Efficiency: Our Rotary cup filling and sealing machine can significantly increase the
production efficiency of your business by filling and sealing cups quickly and accurately.

 

2 Versatility: Our machine can handle various cup sizes and materials, providing you with versatility in
your packaging needs.

 



3 Consistent Product Quality: With precise filling and sealing capabilities, our machine can ensure that
each cup is filled and sealed consistently, providing a reliable and consistent product quality.

 

4 Customizable: We understand that each business has unique packaging needs. That is why our Rotary
cup filling and sealing machine is customizable to meet your specific requirements.

 

5 Reduced Manual Labor: Our automated machine reduces the need for manual labor, minimizing the
risks of worker fatigue and errors, and ultimately increasing safety and productivity.

 

6 Durable and Long-Lasting: Made with high-quality materials and reliable components, our machine is
built to last, providing you with long-term use and savings.

 

Product specification

 

Model JYT-1800
Cup diameter Customized
Working speed 1600-1800cups/h
Filling volume According to the cup volume
Machine dimension 130x160x170cm
Air pressure 0.5-0.7Mpa
Machine weight 480kg
Power 110V/220V380V
Voltage 1.6kw

 

Payment

 

You can pay by 100% T/T, Ali-pay, 70% L/C at sight would be available for qualified bank.

 



 

Foshan JYT Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd. is a professional and reliable manufacturer of bottle filling
machine, capping machine, labeling machine and pouch packing machine . We are providing quality
packing solutions for bottle filling and packing in the industries of home care and personal care ,
foodstuff, agrochemical , chemical and lubricate oil for liquids, cream/ointment, fluid and half-fluid,
powders, and granules products. With years experience and development, We have Obtained ISO9001
quality management system authentication and parts of our products have passed CE authentication.

 







 

It can be shipped by terms of Ex-work, FCA,FOB,CNF,CIF by sea or by air
 DHL, UPS, FedEx, TNT, EMS etc，based on the buyer's forwarder or ours.

 

FAQ

Q1.Are you a manufacturer?

A1:Yes, we are an experienced manufacturer with our own brand and production lines.

 

Q2.How about quality of products?

A2: Our technicians and QC teams test the products one by one using aging line, professional devices and
instruments to ensure the quality for all products.

 

Q3.How about price?

A3: We are a manufacturer and always offer our customers the most competitive prices.

 

Q4.How to place an order?



A4: Contact with online service, or sent email to us directly, we will reply to you with product price,
specifications, packing etc. soon. Thank you.

 

Q5.May I send samples to you testing? 

A5: Yes! You are welcome to send us your products to test by our machine.

 

Q6.Can I visit your factory?

A6: Yes, welcome to visit our factory at your convenient time.


